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S ocial media is becoming a game-changer for luxury textiles bou-
tiques and retailers willing to make an affordable investment in 
time and effort.

Free to all (at least at the basic level), Instagram and Face-
book – the leading platforms today among users and advertisers – require 
only users’ time, interest and a little imagination to become lucrative, and 
in many cases fun, marketing and promotional tools.

“With social media you are able to reach your target market for minimal 
cost,” vouched Laura Colangelo, general manager of Denver-based Brass 
Bed Fine Linens & Furnishings. “It validates a store to have social media 
that is clever, fashion-forward and creative. It is a good way to be in front 
of your target audience without being promotional.”

Online and pop-up shop luxury linens newcomer Lime & Leaf opened 
its online doors in late fall and made social media a priority from the start.

It’s paying off.
“Our social media is responsible for 85% to 90% of our traffi c on our 

website,” said Kari LePage, who co-founded and co-owns Lime & Leaf with 
her sister, Lori Morris.

Not surprising, considering the statistics.
According to a recent study by Statista, Instagram today boasts more 

than 500 million active users, second only to Facebook. And Instagram’s 
advertiser roster has doubled in the past six months to more than one mil-
lion.

What’s driving this growth? Affordability and user friendliness, luxury 
textiles retailers agree.

Also helpful are the many new features and tools constantly emerg-
ing on social media platforms. For example, Instagram is currently testing 
a new shopping feature – Shoppable Tags – designed to allow businesses 
to tag products in their image posts similar to how people tag friends and 
family members in photo posts. The platform has begun working on it 
with luxury brand Kate Spade New York and others. Users simply need to 
press a “tap to view products” button that reveals a description, price and 
other information about that item, and a “shop now” button allows them 
to make the purchase.

“In this day and age, everyone is craving constant reminders and val-
idation of their purchases. They need to feel like they are very educated 
on their decisions, and that they are following the current design trends,” 
Colangelo added. “Social media as a whole gives a store more opportuni-
ties to express the importance of sleep, sleep comfort and relaxation, not 
only with photos and text but with the ability to add links to show your tar-
get market certain studies that have been performed.”

Pew Research recently reported that among online adults – including 
Millennials -- 32% use Instagram, up 5% from last year and higher overall 
than Twitter’s 24% rate.

Also noteworthy, Pew found: 35% of users are on Instagram several times 
a day.

In the case of Soft Surroundings, based in Creve Coeur, Mo., the multi-
channel retailer caters to “a slightly older customer demographic, in her 
50s and 60s,” Gail Buffi ngton, director of e-commerce, told POSH. “She is 
not necessarily on Instagram or Facebook many times a day, unlike younger 
customers, which means we don’t need to constantly refresh our content. 
We update about once or twice a day.”

Even at this more conservative pace, social media is a key component 
of Soft Surroundings’ marketing strategy, especially for home.

“Social media is really great for bringing some of our smaller categories 
to light, and home is that for us,” she said, noting home-related posts make 
up about a third of Soft Surroundings’ total social media activity. “We use 
social media as a lever to get more focus onto our home lines.”

The tactic works, Buffi ngton said.
“One thing we noticed is home helps drive higher customer engage-

ment overall,” she observed. “When we present something from our home 
department with a good story or with beautiful and inspirational images, 
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No rules, no mistakes: Madcap Cottage’s John 
Loecke, left, and Jason Oliver Nixon avidly promote 

their design house and their partners on Instagram us-
ing content that is “sticky and rich.” 
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we see signifi cantly more customer engagement, more 
shares, more likes and more comments – and that drives 
more traffi c to our site overall.”

Also helpful is that Soft Surroundings creates all of 
its own product photography in house, including off-site 
photo shoots and lifestyle imagery.

While dollar spend can be kept down, social media 
can be demanding of other less tangible resources.

“It is a huge amount of work to keep everything 
updated,” noted Lynne Jenkins, founder of Greenwich, 
Conn.-based Lynnens. “It requires constant mainte-
nance. We are constantly adding and adding content.”

But she quickly added: “We’ve made a big investment 
because it’s not going anywhere. It’s defi nitely growing 
for us, growing every week.”

In the past year, Lynnens has revamped its website and boosted its social 
media to keep up with the pace of doing business today in luxury textiles. 
The store has also spread out the social media work among its staff so that 
everyone shares posting duties.

By comparison, Gracious Home – which re-launched its business this 
spring under a restructured, luxury linens-focused concept – relies on one 
staffer, assistant buyer Tiffany Zeng, to manage its social media.

“She likes it, she’s very good at it, she meets the right age criteria,” ceo 
Robert Morrison told POSH. “And she is also consistent. We don’t want our 
customers exposed to different voices. We want consistency in our brand 
message, and Tiffany’s voice works well as the voice of Gracious Home on 
social media.”

Block Bros. in Cleveland has a high post frequency, although co-owner 
Carolyne Bloch cannot quantify its results.

“We use it often, and it helps us make our customers aware of what we 
carry, and what is new. Whenever something new comes in, we let them 
know through Instagram and Facebook,” she said. “But I don’t know if I feel 
strongly about it. I know Instagram is fun for people to look at, but I am not 
sure it really impacts sales. If anything, it helps generate interest.”

Because of the more personal nature of small, neighborhood boutiques 
and shops versus their national chain big-box counterparts, luxury textiles 
purveyors have the advantage of connecting on a more familiar level with 
their customers via social media.

As such, several boutiques and brands say their customers respond to posts 

that are less about product and more about their personal lives or preferences.
On her Instagram profi le, Traditions Linens creative director and sec-

ond-generation owner Shari Kline says it all: “Design. Family. Fun. Repeat.”
“My approach to social media is more personal. On Instagram, for exam-

ple, I am thinking of it like a place where people can interact with me and 
my brand as one. I’ll post pics from trade shows, or of professional photog-
raphy of the product, but I’ll also include other things that interest me, like 
family, fl owers, food, textures, whatever.”

She continued: “My products come from me, and my approach to design 
is very different from someone based in L.A. where there is a more sophis-
ticated crowd. I look at the same high quality materials, but my aesthetic is 
more relaxed, more at home with family. It’s ‘this is our lives’ kind-of prod-
uct, and you can see how I use it in my life on Instagram.”

Because different social media platforms cater to different audiences 
and vary in style, it makes sense to adapt marketing accordingly, advised 
designer, decorator and three-store retailer Barclay Butera.

“Instagram, being a photo-centric platform that celebrates beautiful, 
edited images, is the most important for us. This is where we display most 
of our inspirational work,” he said “We are also very active on Facebook and 
like to show more ‘behind the scenes’ photography and event photos here. 
Pinterest is another great platform for us and we are currently working on 
revamping our boards with new projects.”

For Butera, social media has become an extension of his company’s mar-
keting efforts, which also include email newsletters, advertising and pub-
lic relations.
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Clever, fashion-forward and creative: 
The team at Denver’s Brass Bed Fine 

Linens & Furnishings uses this approach 
to social media, which presents an af-

fordable and accessible marketing tool 
to reach its trend-savvy customers both 

nearby and farther away.



“For us, it’s a great way to own our brand and direct what we would like to pro-
mote to our audience,” he explained. “It has helped us tremendously with brand 
awareness, new product launches, promoting events and reaching new custom-
ers for our interior design fi rm.”

Design house Madcap Cottage posts avidly on social media, both for itself and 
via “Instagram takeover” with its partners like Robert Allen.

“‘Takeover’ is very collaborative. You help each other out, and work toward 
putting everyone’s brands together and tap all accounts to create more social 
media magic,” said Jason Oliver Nixon, who founded Madcap Cottage with 
partner John Loecke. “It’s all about crafting a story line with content that is 
sticky and rich and gets the consumer wanting to be part of your world, hence 
conversions.”’

With much experience working in social media, Nixon has learned an impor-
tant lesson about social media: There are no rules, no mistakes.

“With social media, it is about trying rather than sitting on your hands,” he 
elaborated. “Anything you do builds engagement. And if you don’t seem to be 
getting feedback, tweak it until you do. The point is, keep trying and be sure each 
post has some point to it, something to educate or engage or tell a story to your 
consumer.

Even with the accessibility social media platforms offer, some luxury textiles 
boutiques are admittedly slow, even reluctant, to join social media, and realize 
they must change their attitudes in order to remain relevant in their markets and 
to their customers.

Pittsburgh-based Feathers “needs to pay more attention to social media and 
honor its signifi cance in the marketplace,” said owner Jeff Mulert.

While the boutique does operate a website and has a Facebook page, “we 
haven’t spent enough time on social media, and we’re missing out on a real 
opportunity.”

But all is not lost. Looking to catch up, Mulert said this summer Feathers’ web-
site is being upgraded and revamped and more social media efforts are being inte-
grated into the company’s day-to-day operations.

“We’re also considering creating a newsletter to feature new products and items 
on how to care for your pillows and linens,” he said. “We think that will be a great 
marketing tool, as well, especially with the younger customers. It’s the future.”

Windsor, Ontario-based Beddazzle, which this year fetes its 32nd anniver-
sary with founder Janis O’Neill-Scherer, strives to be more consistent in its social 
media activity.

“We do have an Instagram account and I also post Beddazzle products and 
events on my own personal Instagram account. But not nearly as often as I 
should,” she said. “Social media is so important today for retailers – high end 
and mass alike.”

O’Neill-Schere blames a bustling business that requires much of her time, 
leaving little for marketing.

“I am lucky to say we are very busy here,” she said.
Hoping to seize some free time this summer, O’Neill-Scherer expects to turn 

the social media corner soon.
“I have plans to this summer to hire someone part time to focus on expanding 

our social media presence,” O’Neill-Schere said. “I’m looking for someone tech 
savvy, and an eye for fashion and trends.”

A good start might be posting her search on social media.   POSH
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